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Scratch & Dent
Silverstone FT02B Fortress
Series Aluminum MidTower Chassis (USB3.0) Black

Special Price

$260.95 was
$306.99

Product Images
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Short Description

*Small dent in Side panel Sold As-Is*
The Fortress FT02 is a computer chassis that combines two of the most distinct breakthroughs introduced by SilverStone
Technology in the PC chassis market. The ﬁrst was the unibody construction debuted on the Temjin TJ07 chassis in 2005 and the
second was the 90 degrees rotated motherboard mounting from the RAVEN RV01 chassis in 2008. Both of these innovations have
been available as separate, exclusive products until now.

Description

*Small dent in Side panel Sold As-Is*
Product Details:
The Fortress FT02 is a computer chassis that combines two of the most distinct breakthroughs introduced by SilverStone
Technology in the PC chassis market. The ﬁrst was the unibody construction debuted on the Temjin TJ07 chassis in 2005 and the
second was the 90 degrees rotated motherboard mounting from the RAVEN RV01 chassis in 2008. Both of these innovations have
been available as separate, exclusive products until now. With the Fortress FT02, SilverStone engineers managed to combine the
solidarity of unibody construction with the excellent cooling layout of the RAVEN chassis design that takes advantage of natural
stack eﬀect (hot air raises). In addition, hot-swappable hard drive cage was added to complement a foam padded interior. The
resulting product is more rigid structurally, has more storage capacity, and quieter than the similarly designed RAVEN RV02. While
cooling and acoustic performance are certainly its strengths, the Fortress FT02 is no slouch either when it comes to aesthetics.
Available in black and silver colors, its elegant outer shell is perfectly accentuated by the U-shaped unibody aluminum frame that
not only provides unique styling, but also functional purpose. The bottom gap from the frame to the main body actually serves as
the main air intake area for its three massive 180mm fans, making it even suitable for use on carpeted surfaces. For professionals
or enthusiasts looking to build a silent workstation or gaming PC with maximum performance, there is really no better choice than
the Fortress FT02.
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Features
Features:
Revolutionary 90 degree motherboard mounting from RAVEN RV01
4.5mm aluminum unibody frame
Three 180mm fans for unprecedented positive pressure and stack eﬀect cooling
Supports liquid cooling radiator mounting
Motherboard back plate opening behind CPU area for quick cooler assembly
Supports 11 wide ATX motherboard
Foam padded interior for advanced noise absorption

Specifications
Speciﬁcations:
SST-FT02B (black), SST-FT02B-USB3.0 (black)
SST-FT02S (silver), SST-FT02S-USB3.0 (silver)
Model No.
SST-FT02B-W (black + window), SST-FT02B-W-USB3.0 (black + window)
SST-FT02S-W (silver + window), SST-FT02S-W-USB3.0 (silver + window)
Material

4.5mm aluminum unibody frame, 0.8mm steel body

Motherboard

SSI-CEB, ATX (maximum 12 x 11), Micro-ATX

Multimedia

-5.25" x 5
External
--

Drive Bay
Internal

3.5" x 5 , 2.5 x1

Front

--

Rear

--

Side

--

Top

1 x 120mm exhaust, 1200rpm, 19dBA

Bottom

3 x 180mm intake fan 700/1000rpm, 18/27dBA

Internal

--

Cooling System
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Expansion Slot

7

Front I/O Port

USB 2.0 x 2 (SST-FT02B, SST-FT02S, SST-FT02B-W, SST-FT02S-W only)
USB 3.0 x 2 (SST-FT02B-USB3.0, SST-FT02S-USB3.0, SST-FT02B-W-USB3.0, SST-FT02S-W-USB3.0 only)
Audio x 1
MIC x 1

Power Supply

1 x Optional standard PS2(ATX)

Operating system support

--
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Expansion Card

Support 12 or 12.2 (with fan grille removed)

Limitation of CPU cooler

165mm

Limitation of PSU

Unlimited

Net Weight

15kg

Dimension

212mm (W) x 497mm (H) x 616mm (D), 64.9 liters

Extra

One CP05 included for single hot-swappable SATA hard drive, additional CP05 can be purchased separately

Additional Information
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Brand

SilverStone Technology

SKU

SST-FT02B-USB3.0-SND

Weight

57.0000

Color

Black

Chassis Form Factor

Mid-Tower

Side Panel

No WIndow

Vendor SKU/EAN

844761008666

Special Price

$260.95
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